
Nowadays, technology is increasingly being used to monitor what people are saying and doing (for 
example, through cell phone tracking and security cameras). In many cases, the people being 
monitored are unaware that this is happening.

Do you think the advantages of this development outweigh the disadvantages?

In this day and age, with rapid technological development by developing technology rapidly, 
monitoring people through goods such as mobile tracking and security cameras has risen so that 
sometimes even people do not know they are being controlled. However, this issue essay aims has 
written to consider the pros and cons of this new phenomenon.

On the one hand, I prefer to count some positive points of this monitoring and the main aim of 
producing this technology. With increasing population throughout the world, the threat of raising 
the rise of groups being against of the governments and the world has gone up too, so people should 
prevent unpredictable disasters of these kinds of happening, hence the most big important 
importance of the advantages of this new phenomenon. 

On the other hand, by using technology wrongly, I mean to engage in espionage especially in the 
people’s private lives, through the government or some secret agents, mankind may lose their his 
trust of government and it bothers them. Moreover, by stealing some humankind’speople’s private 
information, thieves can rob steal money on in people’s accounts and also abuse them, so they may 
feel unsafety when they are under the control always. Thus, the disadvantages of monitoring 
humankind.

Finally, with by considering both points of view, people can obtain the result that If technology does 
is not used for the main goal of producing, not only can it have extremely disappointing effect on 
society all over the world, but also destroying destroys some human’s rules and ruinsing positive 
human’s humans’ view. From my point of view, living in such society that where everything is 
controlled is disappointed disappointing and people cannot trust others or even worst worse they 
are not comfortable in their own house.


